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Method for working with scar tissue 

 

Remember… if you start feeling uncomfortable, or if anything is painful, stop and try 

again later.  Until the incision fully heals, don’t press in or dig.  Everything should be 

superficial. 

 

1.  First, apply feather light touch to the scar providing heat and healing intention.  This 

can be done over the bandages. 

 

2.  Lightly drum fingers over incision as if playing a piano that needs only a feather 

light touch.  This can also be done over the bandages. 

 

For techniques 3-7 wait until your six-week check up to be cleared by your doctor.  You 

want to make sure the incision is fully healed. 

 

3.  Begin using light vibration to the incision site to the level of tolerance physically or 

emotionally.  This can be done by lightly patting the incision with fingertips.  You want 

your belly to jiggle kind of like Jello… This means you’re doing it right.  You can either 

keep your fingertips in contact with the skin or not. 

 

4. Begin moving the fascia over the scar.  You do this by lightly sinking in either on or 

around your incision and begin gliding over the skin.  Think about moving over the skin 

and not digging in.  You should sink in slightly with your fingertips and then begin 

moving them until you feel like the skin is taut.  Hold with the intention of moving over 

the skin.  As the fascia (connective tissue) begins to melt, it will guide your fingertips.  

Don’t force it.  This can be done in any direction. 

 

5.  Create tensile stretch in multiple directions on the incision.  Hold each stretch for 

30 seconds minimum.  Similar to the last step, but you don’t move.  Just hold the skin 

taut. 

 

6.  Apply fingertip cross-fiber friction to scar.  Place your fingertips on the scar.  Your 

fingers should not move from the skin that you place them on.  Begin moving your 

fingertips back and forth over the tissue underneath.  You should move over underlying 

tissue, while keeping your fingers in one spot on the skin.   

 

7.  Use skin-rolling technique over the scar.  Use your fingertips to pinch a chunk of 

skin.  You should not feel the bulkiness of tissue underneath, only the skin and 

connective tissue.  While holding that pinch, begin to walk your fingers or thumbs so that 

the skin is rolling underneath. Some good places to practice this technique to get a good 

feel of what it is supposed to feel like are the skin over your hands, knees (outstretched is 

better) and feet. 


